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### Astrological symbols

- **263D** ♈ FIRST QUARTER MOON
- **263E** ♉ LAST QUARTER MOON
- **263F** ♊ MERCURY
- **2640** ♋ FEMALE
- **2641** ♌ EARTH
- **2642** ♍ TAUROS
- **2643** ♎ JUPITER
- **2644** ♏ SATURN
- **2645** ♐ URANUS
- **2646** ♑ NEPTUNE
- **2647** ♒ PLUTO

### Zodiacal symbols

- **2648** ♓ ARIES
- **2649** ♔ TAURUS
- **264A** ♕ GEMINI
- **264B** ♖ CANCER
- **264C** ♗ LEO
- **264D** ♘ V IRGO
- **264E** ♙ LIBRA
- **264F** ♚ SCORPIO
- **2650** ♛ SAGITTARIUS
- **2651** ♜ CAPRICORN
- **2652** ♝ AQUARIUS
- **2653** ♞ PISCES

### Chess symbols

- **2654** ♖ WHITE CHESS KING
- **2655** ♗ WHITE CHESS QUEEN
- **2656** ♘ WHITE CHESS ROOK
- **2657** ♙ WHITE CHESS BISHOP
- **2658** ♚ WHITE CHESS KNIGHT
- **2659** ♛ WHITE CHESS PAWN
- **265A** ♕ BLACK CHESS KING
- **265B** ♖ BLACK CHESS QUEEN
- **265C** ♗ BLACK CHESS ROOK
- **265D** ♘ BLACK CHESS BISHOP
- **265E** ♙ BLACK CHESS KNIGHT
- **265F** ♚ BLACK CHESS PAWN

### Playing card symbols

- **2660** ♠ BLACK SPADE SUIT
- **2661** ♡ WHITE HEART SUIT
- **2662** ♢ WHITE DIAMOND SUIT
- **2663** ♣ BLACK CLUB SUIT
- **2664** ♵ BLACK SPADE SUIT
- **2665** ♶ BLACK DIAMOND SUIT
- **2666** ♷ BLACK CLUB SUIT
- **2667** ♸ WHITE CLUB SUIT

### Musical symbols

- **2669** ♦ QUARTER NOTE
- **266A** ♧ EIGHTH NOTE
- **266B** ♪ BEAMEDED EIGHTH NOTES
- **266C** ♫ BEAMED SIXTEENTH NOTES
- **266D** ♬ MUSIC FLAT SIGN
- **266E** ♭ MUSIC NATURAL SIGN
- **266F** ♬ MUSIC SHARP SIGN

### Syriac cross symbols

These symbols are used in liturgical texts of Syriac-speaking churches.

- **2670** ♧ WEST SYRIAC CROSS
- **2671** ♧ EAST SYRIAC CROSS

### Recycling symbols

- **2672** ♧ UNIVERSAL RECYCLING SYMBOL
  - used as generic symbol for recycling or to indicate that material is recyclable
- **2673** ♧ RECYCLING SYMBOL FOR TYPE-1 PLASTICS
  - polyethylene terephthalate
- **2674** ♧ RECYCLING SYMBOL FOR TYPE-2 PLASTICS
  - high density polyethylene
- **2675** ♧ RECYCLING SYMBOL FOR TYPE-3 PLASTICS
  - vinyl, polyvinyl chloride
- **2676** ♧ RECYCLING SYMBOL FOR TYPE-4 PLASTICS
  - low density polyethylene
- **2677** ♧ RECYCLING SYMBOL FOR TYPE-5 PLASTICS
  - polystyrene
- **2678** ♧ RECYCLING SYMBOL FOR TYPE-6 PLASTICS
  - polypropylene
- **2679** ♧ RECYCLING SYMBOL FOR TYPE-7 PLASTICS
  - other plastics
- **267A** ♧ RECYCLING SYMBOL FOR GENERIC MATERIALS
  - used together with other text and labels to indicate the type of material to be recycled
- **267B** ♧ BLACK UNIVERSAL RECYCLING SYMBOL
- **267C** ♧ RECYCLED PAPER SYMBOL
  - used to indicate 100% recycled paper content
- **267D** ♧ PARTIALLY-RECYCLED PAPER SYMBOL
  - percentage of recycled paper content indicated in overlay or next to this symbol

### Miscellaneous symbols

- **267E** ♩ PERMANENT PAPER SIGN
- **267F** ♩ WHEELCHAIR SYMBOL

### Dice

- **2680** ♩ DIE FACE-1
- **2681** ♩ DIE FACE-2
- **2682** ♩ DIE FACE-3
- **2683** ♩ DIE FACE-4
- **2684** ♩ DIE FACE-5
- **2685** ♩ DIE FACE-6

### Go markers

- **2686** ♩ WHITE CIRCLE WITH DOT RIGHT
- **2687** ♩ WHITE CIRCLE WITH TWO DOTS
- **2688** ♩ BLACK CIRCLE WITH WHITE DOT RIGHT
- **2689** ♩ BLACK CIRCLE WITH TWO WHITE DOTS
Yijing monogram and digram symbols

These form a subset of the larger collection found in the Tai Xuan Jing Symbols block.

268A ⚪ MONOGRAM FOR YANG
268B ⚫ MONOGRAM FOR YIN
268C ⚰ DIGRAM FOR GREATER YANG
268D ⚱ DIGRAM FOR LESSER YIN
268E ⚲ DIGRAM FOR GREATER YIN
268F ⚳ DIGRAM FOR LESSER YIN

Dictionary and map symbols

2690 ⚠ WHITE FLAG
2691 ⚫ BLACK FLAG
2692 ⚫ HAMMER AND PICK
2693 ⚫ ANCHOR
2694 ⚫ CROSSED SWORDS
2695 ⚫ STAFF OF AESCULAPIUS
2696 ⚫ SCALES
2697 ⚫ ALEMBIC
2698 ⚫ FLOWER
2699 ⚫ GEAR
269A ⚫ STAFF OF HERMES
269B ⚫ ATOM SYMBOL
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269C ⚫ FLEUR-DE-LIS
269D ⚫ OUTLINED WHITE STAR
269E ⚫ symbol of Morocco
269F ⚫ <reserved>
26A0 ⚫ WARNING SIGN
26A1 ⚫ HIGH VOLTAGE SIGN

Gender symbols

26A2 ⚳ DOUBLED FEMALE SIGN
26A3 ⚳ DOUBLED MALE SIGN
26A4 ⚳ INTERLOCKED FEMALE AND MALE SIGN

Circles

26A5 ⚳ MALE AND FEMALE SIGN
26A9 ⚳ HORIZONTAL MALE WITH STROKE SIGN
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269C ⚫ FLEUR-DE-LIS
269D ⚫ OUTLINED WHITE STAR

Gender symbols

26A2 ⚳ DOUBLED FEMALE SIGN
26A3 ⚳ DOUBLED MALE SIGN
26A4 ⚳ INTERLOCKED FEMALE AND MALE SIGN